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FILTER CHART 
r:;;J trand colour swatch books list filters 
1::..1 by their numbers. This assists filter 
management since colours are always 
refenred to by these numbers; both on 
plans and in conversation. However when 
choosing firters it is logical to find first the 
colour then the depth of saturation and 
finally the appropriate shade. This chart 
groups Strand Filters according to colour, 
with subdivision into strengths and then 
into shades. 
While it is hoped that this chart will lead 
towards a choice, final selection can only 
be from the swatch book. 
Where colours in both the Strand ranges 
are identical, or virtually identical, they are 
shown on the same line. Strand Filter 200 
series contain colour conrection filters 
which have a precise role in adjusting light 
for the technologically sensitive eyes of 
film and video: they have been included in 
this chart when they also offer a useful tint 
for the human eye 
(236 and 237 will also be found useful for 
adjusting the colour of follow spots with 
discharge lamp sources, particularly when 
touring to theatres with different types of 
follow spot.). 

DIFFUSION FILTERS 
or diffusion of the light beam, there 
are frosts which unifonmly soften the 

light (particularly its edge) and silks which 
not only soften but spread it in one 
direction (that direction being selected by 
the way in which the filter is cut and 
positioned in its frame). For plain diffusion 
(ie without colour filtering), 
Strand Filters 253 and Chromoid 13 I are 
gentle soft-edging frosts while 228 and 84 
are directionally spreading softening silks. 
For heavier frosting consider Chromoid 
I 00 and 99 or Strand Filters 429 . 
To assist coverage of cycloramas when 
space is tight, there is a Chromoid group 
which combine saturated filters with a 
directional diffuser. these are 180 (red 
silk), I 81 (blue silk), 182 (green silk), and 
183 (amber silk). And Strand Filters has a 
group (484, 486 and 488), known as 
cosmetics, which combine subtle tints with 
a gentle frost. 

CHOOSING A RANGE 
r.iiil hoose the appropriate filter range by 
t.:::I weighing cost against type of use. 
Standard Strand Filters are economical for 
nonmal theatre, studio and film use. 
Choose Chromoid for prolonged use in 
the latest high efficiency spotlights with 
halogen lamps. Its addit ional cost will be 
offset by its extended life. 
Strand Filters is available in 
Rolls 762m x l.22m (25' x 4') 
Full Sheets l.22m x 0.55m (48" x 21 ") 
Chromoid is available in 
Rolls I 5.24m x 0.61 m (50' x 2') 
Sheets 0.61 m x 0.55m (24" x 21 ") 
Pack of 25 sheets 

Reprinted from "Using Strand Filers in 
Theatre ", by Francis Reid, published by 
Strand Lighting. 
© Strand Lighting Limited/Francis Reid 

STRAND FILTERS FILTER CHART 

BLUES - A full range of blues from the most delicate through 
progressive saturation to intense primary: choice is by depth of 
saturation and by variation in red/blue content. 
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- The palest of the blue tints. Passing more red than 
- green, they offer a light which 1s delicate and cool yet 
- sympathetic to flesh. 

167 These tints are slightly stronger but still provide a 
145 blue with a bias towards a reddish content 

I 17 Similar strength but biased towards green rather 
- than red and consequently less sympathetic to facial 
87 flesh tones. 

161 More positive blues. Cooling the scene yet 
- sympathetic to faces, they are parucularly useful for 

sustained operatic moonlight 

86 Stronger blues for sculpting rather than factal 
163 visibility. Useful in cross and backlights. This group 
91 will enhance sets and costumes which have reddish 

blue·p1gments. 

- Again for dimensional sculpting rather than facial 
141 visibility. But sympathetic to sets and costumes with 
144 tendencies towards greenish-blue pigmentation. 

91 Saturated, yet not deepest blues with a reddish 
92 tendency. Useful for sky floods and 1n backlights, 

140 particularly parcans or the more powerful fresnels. 

I 15 Similarly saturated blues with a quite positive bias 
I 16 towards green. Can be particularly useful 1n a 
162 groundrow mix, whether suggesting water or 1ust 

strengthening the illusion of a horizon. 

93 The deepest most saturated blues for tops of 
I 19 cycloramas, and for backlighting with parcans. 

REDS- So saturated that use is normally restricted to 
atmosphere: only used on flesh for a very special effect. 
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106 The deepest most saturated reds (406 is primary). 
Normally only usable 1n positive statements, such as a 
parcan downlight mix in music theatre. 

164 A little paler but still concentrated. Note the slight 
135 blue content of 466. 

114 Saturated nuby ( enriched with a touch of blue) 

ROSES - Paler than the reds but still powerful, and not for 
faces. 
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Group of mid-saturation reds whose varying blue 
content indicates a progress towards magenta. 

PINKS- Sympathetic warm tints used when the general 
warm toning of the set and costumes inclines towards pinks and 
reds rather than golds and ambers. 
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90 Pinks with a blue component getting progressively 
I 08 deeper. The darkest are rather strong for the faces 1n 
110 a naturalistic play but perhaps more possible 1n a 
111 musical. 
112 

- Pinks with a tendency towards gold rather than blue. 

157 
176 
178 

- Pale Pink tints with a hint of gold. 454 is a classic warm 
154 component of warm cool emotional mixing 1n near 

naturalistic drama. 

Pinks with a chocolate-brown feel. Emitted light is a 
- pale tint but beware light intensity losses through 

deceptively deep filters. 

YELLOWS - Simulate sunlight and the quality of warmth 
associated with it, especially when the sky is clear. 
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150 Palest yellow tints for delicate sunlight 

Strong saturated yellows, particularly unflattering to 
flesh. 

Strongly saturated chrome for bold occasional use. 

SECTION 7 

STRAWS - The straws also suggest sunlight warmth but 
perbaps of a less direct kind. 

1
159 A series of pale straw tints with varying tendencies 
- towards yellow or amber. Although all are sufficiently 
98 pale to be acceptable on flesh, straws can have a 

I 03 somewhat deadening effect on faces. 
-
-

GOLDS - The golds are the main alternative to pinks for a 
warmth that is sympathetic to facial skin tones. 
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Pale gold tints pr9v1de warm actor light and fall 
- sympathetically on sets and costumes where the 

warms are predominantly gold rather than pink. 

Stronger gold tints with an apricot tendency, often 
- used for warm intenors. 

- Palish gold tints with a tendency to rose ( or can be 
175 considered as pale pinks with a tendency to gold). 

AMBERS - Strong positive colours needing particular care in 
use. Orangey ambers tend to be more sympathetic than the 
yellowish ones, but choice will depend on set and costume 
pigments. 
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Medium strength ambers with a tendency towards 
- yellow. Poten!Jal to deaden skin and costumes 

requires care in use. 

Medium strength ambers with a more golden 
- component Richer and potentially less damaging 

than the more yellow ambers. 

Rather saturated ambers with tendency towards 
134 gold which aids a sympathetic response from sets and 
158 costumes when used as a back and side sculptural 

light 

GREENS - Generally disaster on flesh, particularly darker skin 
tones. The palest can be used as a component of sunlight and 
gaslight, but most greens are stricty for scenery. 
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- Palest green tint A hint of yellow. 

Similar strength but more limey. 

Similar saturation but without the blue. 421 1s the 
paler and yellower of the two. 

Stronger saturated greens wrth 94 showing blue 
tendencies. (439 is primary). 

NEUTRAL LAVENDERS -As face tints, the lavenders 
tend to appear cold or warm according to the main colour 
toning of the scene. 
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Classic pale lavenders (Cinemo1d 36 is the legendary 
surprise pink), sympathe!Jc to faces and appearing 
cool or warm according to surrounding colour. 

Ltlac lavenders wrth a slightly more blue content 

Rather more violet but still neutral 1n their capacity 
- to marry with both cold and warm surrounding 

tonings. 

DEEP LAVENDERS AND PURPLES- Used only for 
particularly strong positive statements. When required for 
atmospheric washes these colours can be relatively easily 
achieved (but without such depth of intensity) by mixing a 
palette of reds and blues. 

- Deep hlac lavenders for sculpting. 

- Very saturated purple including a lot of blue. 

Richly saturated positive purples. 
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